HEAVY BAGS & RINGS

A. PU BOXING BAG
- Premium synthetic leather boxing bag with reinforced webbing, along with excellent heavy bag construction provides long lasting durability and functionality.
- Specially blended filler mix of sanitised synthetic and natural fibres provides resilient shock absorbency.
- Chain included.

BLACK/YELLOW
76 cm 100 cm 120 cm

B. POWERSTRIKE BAG
- Heavy grade durable vinyl boxing bag with reinforced webbing, along with excellent heavy bag construction provides long lasting durability and functionality.
- Specially blended filler mix of sanitised synthetic and natural fibres provides resilient shock absorbency.
- Chain included.

BLACK
64 cm 108 cm 123 cm

C. MUAY THAI HEAVY BAG
- Premium leather shell with specially blended filler provides resilient shock absorbency.
- 176cm length provides perfect target for both upper and lower body strikes.
- Includes chain assembly.

BLACK
167 cm

D. 1910 LEATHER HEAVY BAG
- Premium split leather boxing bag with reinforced webbing, along with excellent heavy bag construction provides long lasting durability and functionality.
- Specially blended filler mix of sanitised synthetic and natural fibres provides resilient shock absorbency.

BLACK/RED
135 cm

BLACK
130 cm
EVERHIDE SPEEDBAG 4215
> Features reinforced seams for long lasting durability.
> Balanced for accurate rebounds while training.
> EveRhiDe Boxing Speed Bag is used for any speed bag workout.
BLACK/YELLOW 22.5 CM x 15 CM

VINTAGE STYLE SPEED BAG 5326
> High-grade synthetic leather, along with excellent craftsmanship provides durability and improved functionality.
> Balanced for accurate rebounds while training.
BROWN 25.4 CM x 18 CM

LEATHER SPEED BAG 4241
> Premium-grade leather, along with excellent craftsmanship, provides durability and improved functionality.
> Balanced for accurate rebounds while training.
BLACK/YELLOW 22.5 CM x 15 CM

EVERHIDE DOUBLE-END STRIKING BAG 4223
> Premium synthetic leather, along with excellent construction, provides durability and functionality.
> Extended attachment straps with closed loops prevent glove damage.
> Compatible with speed bag platforms and double-end attachments.
> Bungee cords and ceiling/plater plates included.
GREY 20 CM

PRO SPEED BAG PLATFORM 4260
> Speed Bag platform featuring 61cm smoothly finished drum.
> Easy to install with included hardware.
> Includes Standard Speed Bag.
> Swivel and Vinyl Speed Bag hardware included.
RED/BLACK

ADJUSTABLE SPEED BAG PLATFORM 4264
> Easily adjust speed bag platform to ideal height for any athlete.
> Platform includes swivel, two brace boards, assembly hardware; and full rubber edge binding for safety.
> Compatible with double-end bags and double-end anchor.
> Adjustable speed bag boxing platform for speed bag workouts.
> 8” adjustable in 1” increments.
> 24” Diameter x 1” pressboard.
RED/BLACK
HEAVY BAGS & RINGS:
FREESTANDING BAGS

A. REFLEX BAG 2260
> High density plastic base is easily filled with water or sand for stability.
> Durable spring neck provides for quick bag rebound while training.
> High grade shock absorbing foam with protective outer layer for lasting durability.
> Approx 29 kg when filled with water, 163 cm tall at highest setting.

TECHNOLOGY: OMNI FLEX® NEVATEAR®

B. POWERCORE FREESTANDING BAG 2228
> High-density plastic base is easily filled with water or sand for stability.
> Power transfer ring minimizes impact and reduces base movement when training.
> High-grade, shock absorbing foam with NEVATEAR® outer layer for durability.
> Approx. 250 lbs when filled with water.
> 65” tall at highest setting.

TECHNOLOGIES: OMNI FLEX® NEVATEAR®

C. OMNI FLEX FREESTANDING BAG 2229B
> Fully assembled bag with high-grade shock-absorbing foam.
> OMNI FLEX® outer shell provides durability and functionality.
> OMNI FLEX® neck allows for maximum impact absorption and reduced base movement.
> Low-profile base design allows for punches.
> Approx. 130 lbs when filled with water.
> 63” tall at highest setting.

TECHNOLOGIES: OMNI FLEX® NEVATEAR®

D. CARDIO FITNESS TRAINING BAG 1500004
> Solid foam bag with new and improved durable construction for strikes.
> Heavy duty spring neck for quick and responsive rebound.
> Base approximately 32 lbs when filled with water.
> Bag height: 5’4” Easy assembly. Comes in full side lithobox with carrying handle.

TECHNOLOGY: HYPERFLEX®

E. EVERFLEX FITNESS SYSTEM 2226B
> Combines our synthetic bags with reinforced, high density LDPE base that provides maximum flexibility with outstanding durability and resilience.
> Precisely engineered freestanding bag with spring action response.
> Flexible collar system allows the bag to absorb substantial impact without base movement.
> 3 height adjustments allow bag to stand from 50” (132 cm) to a full 68” (173 cm) tall.
> Comes with straps attached to enhance your workout.

TECHNOLOGIES: HYPERFLEX®

F. CARDIO STRIKE BAG 2262
> High density plastic base is easily filled with water or sand for stability.
> Durable spring neck provides for quick bag rebound while training.
> High grade shock absorbing foam with protective outer layer for lasting durability.
> Approx 65 lbs when filled with water; 64” tall at highest setting.

TECHNOLOGIES: HYPERFLEX®
POWER TOWER INFLATABLE BAG EV2628YE

- Improves coordination and flexibility.
- Burns calories and eases stress.
- Hook-down/instant-up motion builds endurance and sharpens reflexes.
- Ideal for kick-boxing workouts.
- Fast pump and anti-leak water-weighted base included.
- Folds flat for compact storage.
- Hard wearing PVC construction.
- Height of 1.5m accommodates boxers of all sizes.

YELLOW/BLACK

TARGET FREESTANDING BAG PA-2168C

- Helps to build endurance and agility for boxing and overall fitness training.
- The high density plastic fills with water or sand for stability and the durable spring neck creates quick bag rebound.
- Weighs 70 pounds when filled with water; measures 60 inches tall at highest setting.

RED/BLACK

ADULT 3 FT BOXING SET AS101

- Lift punch bag attaches to the wall, enabling you to fit it to your preferred height.
- Offers a great way to workout at home, punch bags can help improve core stability, accuracy, footwork and agility.
- Includes wall mounted bracket, hand wraps, punch mitts for bag work as well as hook and jab pads.

BLACK/RED

YOUTH BOXING GLOVES 3003

- Premium synthetic leather and excellent glove construction provide durability and functionality.
- Conforms to the natural shape of the fist for maximum comfort.
- Elasticated wrist design for easy on and off movement.

RED

JUNIOR 2 FT BOXING SET JS001

- Great for teaching young athletes the basics of boxing as well as encouraging them to build muscle and improve agility.
- Gloves are padded for shock absorption and to ensure a safe experience.
- Includes pro-formatted padded gloves for shock absorption.

BLACK/YELLOW
HEAVY/SPEED BAG STAND
4813
> Heavy-duty, powder-coated steel tubing, combined with 3 weight plate pegs, for maximum strength and durability.
> Easy to assemble and will accommodate any heavy bag up to 45kgs.
> Adjustable-height speed bag platform handles all speed bag sizes.

HEAVY BAG WALL MOUNT BRACKET
HBH2014
> Heavy duty powder coated steel construction.
> Fixings included - easy installation.
> Will accommodate up to 50kgs in weight.

WOOD BEAM HEAVY BAG HANGER
4680
> Solid steel material and heavy-duty construction ensures safety and stability when hanging up a heavy bag.

STANDARD SWIVEL
4440
> Moulded construction for superior durability.
> Precision ball-bearing construction for fast, smooth and accurate rebounds.
> Heavy-duty flange.

PRO SPEED BAG SWIVEL
4444
> Smooth ball bearing swivel design increases bag speed and accuracy when training.
> Machine crafted stainless steel ensures product longevity and durability.

HEAVY BAG WALL MOUNT BRACKET
HBH2014
> Heavy duty powder coated steel construction.
> Fixings included - easy installation.
> Will accommodate up to 50kgs in weight.

TURNBUCKLE COVERS
6666C/6667C
SET OF 16: SMALL
SET OF 16: LARGE
> Required by USA Boxing for all competition rings.
> Set includes 4 red, 8 white, and 4 blue covers.
> 24" long with 1" of foam padding.

POST PADS
6655
SET OF 4
> Set of 4 includes: 2 white, 1 red, and 1 blue.
> Dimensions: 48" high.
> Custom colors available upon request.

WOOD BEAM HEAVY BAG HANGER
4680
> Solid steel material and heavy-duty construction ensures safety and stability when hanging up a heavy bag.

WEIGHT PLATE PEGS
6665
SET OF 4
> Set of 4 includes: 2 white, 1 red, and 1 blue.
> Dimensions: 48" high.
> Custom colors available upon request.

HEAVY DUTY CHAIN
4688
6659
> Adjustable "S" hooks for customised height.
> For use with all Everlast Heavy Bags.

CORNER CUSHIONS
6654
> Wide size for safety.
> Set includes: 1 red, 1 blue, and 2 white.
> Dimensions: 48" high.
> Sold as a set of 4.

BOXING RING ACCESSORIES

4680

HEAVY DUTY CHAIN
4688
6659
> Adjustable "S" hooks for customised height.
> For use with all Everlast Heavy Bags.

CORNER CUSHIONS
6654
> Wide size for safety.
> Set includes: 1 red, 1 blue, and 2 white.
> Dimensions: 48" high.
> Sold as a set of 4.

4680

HEAVY DUTY CHAIN
4688
6659
> Adjustable "S" hooks for customised height.
> For use with all Everlast Heavy Bags.

CORNER CUSHIONS
6654
> Wide size for safety.
> Set includes: 1 red, 1 blue, and 2 white.
> Dimensions: 48" high.
> Sold as a set of 4.

4680

HEAVY DUTY CHAIN
4688
6659
> Adjustable "S" hooks for customised height.
> For use with all Everlast Heavy Bags.

CORNER CUSHIONS
6654
> Wide size for safety.
> Set includes: 1 red, 1 blue, and 2 white.
> Dimensions: 48" high.
> Sold as a set of 4.